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Application Note #2428 
 

Joystick Routines 
 
In the following examples, a joystick controls the motor. The joystick is a device that 
produces a voltage in the range between -10V and +10V.  The controller monitors this 
voltage via the analog inputs. 

Speed Control Using a Joystick 
Task: Drive the motor at a speed proportional to the input voltage. Assume that a full 
voltage of 10 Volts must produce a motor speed of 3000 rpm with an encoder resolution 
of 1000 lines or 4000 count/rev. This speed equals: 3000 rpm = 50 rev/sec = 200000 
count/sec. The program reads the input voltage periodically and assigns its value to the 
variable vin. To get a speed of 200,000 cts/sec for 10 Volts, we select the speed as Speed 
= 20000 x vin. The corresponding velocity for the motor is assigned to the vel variable. 
 

INSTRUCTION INTERPRETATION 
#A Routine Label 
JG0  Set jog at zero speed 
BGX  Begin Motion  
#B Routine Label 
vin=@AN[1] Assign vin value of analog input 1 
vel=vin*20000 Calculate vel 
JG vel  Set new jog speed  
JP #B Jump to #B 
EN End 

 

Single Axis Joystick Routine with Deadband Included 
Task: Read the voltage of a single axis joystick and drive the motors at proportional 
velocity.  Also, do not affect motor speed if analog input is less than .5 Volts (tolerance 
for offset when joystick is in center position). 
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X - Y Jog Control with Joystick 
Task: Read the voltage of an X-Y joystick and drive the motors at proportional velocities.  
A joystick is used to control the motor speed.  The joystick produces a signal in the range 
between -10V and +10V.  The objective is to drive the motors at speeds proportional to 
the input voltage. 
 
Assume that a full voltage of 10 Volts must produce a motor speed of 3000 rpm with an 
encoder resolution of 1000 lines or 4000 counts/rev.  This speed equals: 
3000 rpm = 50 rev/sec = 200000 counts/sec 
The program reads the input voltage periodically and assigns its value to the variables 
vinx and viny.  To get a speed of 200,000 ct/sec for 10 volts, we select the speed as 
(speed of X axis) = 20000 * vinx and (speed of Y axis) = 20000 * viny 
 
INSTRUCTION INTERPRETATION 
#JOYS Label 
JG 0,0 Set in Jog Mode 
BG XY Start Motion 
#LOOP Label 
vinx=@AN[1]*20000 Read joystick & compute speed X 
viny=@AN[2]*20000 Read joystick and compute speed Y 
JG vinx, viny Change speeds 
JP #LOOP Repeat 
EN End program 

INSTRUCTION INTERPRETATION 
#JOYSTK Label 
JG0 Set Jog mode with Jog Speed 0 
BGX Begin motion on X axis 
#LOOP Label ‘Loop’ 
voltin=@AN[1] Let voltin = value of analog input 1 
JP#GO,.5<@ABS[voltin] Update speed if input is > .5 Volts 
voltin=0 Otherwise, set jog speed to 0 
#GO Label 
JGX=voltin*1000 Change jog speed 
JP#LOOP Repeat 
EN End program 
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Joystick with Nonlinear Function 
Task: Implement velocity control with joystick and have speed increase in a nonlinear 
proportion with joystick movement.  In this example, the relationship between joystick 
movement and velocity is described by the equation vin^3+1000*vin: 
 

INSTRUCTION INTERPRETATION 
#NLNR Label 
JG 0 Set Jog mode with Jog Speed 0 
BGX Begin motion on X axis 
#L Label 
vin=@AN[1] Read joystick 
vout=vin* vin * vin + vin *1000 Create nonlinear speed  
JG vout Update speed 
JP#L Repeat 
EN End program 

 

Position Control by Joystick 
Task: Set the position of the motor to be proportional to the joystick angle and design it 
such that the ratio between the two positions is programmable. 
If the control ratio is 5:1, this implies that when the joystick voltage is 5 Volts, which 
corresponds to 1028 counts, the required motor position must be 5120 counts.  The 
variable vinit changes the position ratio. 

 

INSTRUCTION INTERPRETATION 
#A Label 
vinit=5 Initial position ratio 
DP0 Define starting position to be 0 
JG0 Set Jog mode with Jog Speed 0 
BGX Begin motion on X axis 
#B Label 
vin=@AN[1] Let vin = value of analog input 1 
vcomp=vin*vinit Compute the desired position 
verr=vcomp-_TPX-_TEX Find the following error 
vprop=verr*20 Compute the proportional Speed 
JG vprop Change the jog speed 
JP #B Repeat 
EN END 


